ABSTRACT
For a high-frequency, switching regulated, power-supply design, layout is very important for EMI performance, thermal performance, and component selection. Specifically, the bq2570x buck-boost charger includes buck-switching FETs, boost-switching FETs, and a novel input-current sensing circuit which needs a careful layout design. This application note gives layout guidelines to optimize the bq2570x switching mode charger layout.
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1 Power Stage Layout Guideline

A synchronous buck power stage has two states: Q1 on and Q2 off state (input current loop in Figure 1); Q1 off and Q2 on state (output current loop in Figure 1). If it is assumed that the inductor current \( L \) filters out most of its AC current, the high-frequency loop is the difference between the Q1 on state and Q1 off state. The switching noise comes from this high-frequency loop because the magnetic field keeps changing in this loop area for every switching cycle. For the same principle, the boost switching FETs and output capacitor loop is the boost mode high-frequency loop (Figure 2). To minimize the switching noise and minimize the voltage spike across the switching MOSFET, it is necessary to keep this loop as small and short as possible.

![Figure 1. Synchronous Buck Power Stage](image1)

![Figure 2. Buck and Boost Power Stage High-Frequency Loop](image2)

Make all of the power (high current) traces as short, direct, and thick as possible. Keep the loop area small. This reduces the EMI radiated; parasitic inductance and resistance which, in turn, reduces noise spikes, ringing, and power losses. A high-frequency capacitor can return high-frequency noise to ground. TI recommends a small-size capacitor between the switching FET ground and the high-side FET drain. This solution works effectively between the 100-MHz and 200-MHz range.
2 Ground Connection Guideline

Control all parasitic inductance within an acceptable level. With a reasonable parasitic inductance, a high di/dt trace can still generate a noise voltage. If this noise can be coupled to other sensitive circuits, the noise path from the noise source circuit to the other small signal circuit must be eliminated.

In Figure 3, the power circuit represents a power stage circuit, such as power FETs and filter inductor and capacitors; the small signal circuit represents the charge controller; charging parameter setting circuit; sensing circuits; communication circuit or all other small current circuits.

The ground current to the power circuit should not go through the small signal circuit ground. So, high di/dt noise in the power circuit does not affect the small signal circuit.

![Figure 3. Ground Layout Example](image)

A. Power circuit noise couples to Analog circuit  B. Power circuit noise decouples to Analog circuit

If this negative voltage on the parasitic inductor (Ls) is high enough, it biases an internal PN diode in the SW pin ESD cell, injecting minority carriers into the substrate. This substrate current is collected by adjacent circuits, and then an abnormal mode may be triggered. Position the IC close to the low-side switching ground of the FET.

![Figure 4. Parasitic Inductor Model](image)
3 Small-Signal Circuit Capacitor Layout Guideline

The VBUS pin, REGN pin, VDDA, and BTST pin requests a local bypass filter capacitor. Those capacitors can filter out high-frequency noise and can also act as a small local power supply for ICs. The REGN and BTST capacitor could have a high di/dt during the power FET switching. Put the REGN and BTST capacitors as close as possible to the charge IC.

COMP1 and COMP2 are related to the loop control of the converter and PFM and PWM operation control. To avoid the extra ground noise, use an independent ground route back to IC pin ground.

The ILIM_HIZ pin, IADP pin, IBAT pin and PSYS pin are small analog signal pins. Put the capacitor near the charger IC.

SCL, SDA, CHRG_OK, EN_OTG, PROCHOT, CELL_BATPRES, CMPIN and CMPOUT are also small signal pins Do not let a high current circuit share the ground with them.

4 Reduce Noise Coupling Guideline

4.1 Reduce Noise Coupling on Current Sensing Circuit

The current sensing resistor should have a Kelvin connection. Route the sense trace close to each other from the sensing resistor back to the IC to minimize loop area and do not route the sense trace through the high-frequency loop or near switching FETs, inductor, or high di/dt trace. Keep the trace as short as possible. Also, do not let the ACP/ACN sensing trace share with the VBUS trace, this can introduce noise to the input current sensing.

4.2 Reduce Switching Node Copper Coupling

The switching node voltage swings from high input or output voltage to ground every switching cycle. Keep the switching node pad, copper or trace between inductor, source of high-side MOSFET, and the drain of the low-side MOSFET as small as possible to reduce the parasitic capacitance between switching node and any other components and to minimize the radiated EMI emission. Also, do not route small signal traces above or underneath the switching node polygon directly.
4.3 Power Stage Component Placement and Ground Layer Guideline

A power ground layer is commonly used on a switching converter layout. The ground layer has a heavy copper coverage which spreads the heat quicker and shields the noise from the power stage component. If the ground layer is the next layer following the power stage layer, the ground layer copper gets the lowest thermal resistance; smallest high-frequency loop area and shield most of the rest circuit from the high-noise power stage. Also, if all high-current loop components are put on the same layer, the magnetic field lines are vertical to the board. So, the ground copper layer can provide the best shielding performance between the power stage circuit and other small signal circuits on the board.

![Diagram of power stage component placement and ground layer](image)

**Figure 6. Power Stage Component Placement and Ground Layer**

5 Gate-Drive Layout Guideline

Keep the gate-drive loop impedance (HIDRV-gate-source-SW and LODRV-gate-source-PGND) as low as possible. Widen the HIDRV and LODRV trace to the gate of the MOSFET enough to handle a high-peak current spike. Minimize the inductance of gate-drive traces. Keep gate-drive traces as short and wide as practical and include a return path directly below the gate trace. The use of a ground plane is a desirable way to return ground signals.

6 Design Example

The bq2570x evaluation module is a good example for PCB layout. See the bq2570x Evaluation Module user’s guide (SLUUBG6) for the layout detail.
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